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Enjoy the music, videos and 
apps from your Smartphone 
through the NX604’s large 
touch screen.

Navigation

Searching Couldn’t Be Simpler

Just say what’s on your mind, like “I’m hungry,” and it searches for  
you. Clarion Intelligent VOICETM utilizes Google voice recognition 
technology and Google local search information to do just that. Think 
out loud, and the system searches Google for a destination that meets 
your needs. Gone are the days of word-based search leading to lots of 
false hits. Clarion Intelligent VOICETM understands your meaning, 
making it genuinely simple.

(Optional RCB198)

New

2-DIN DVD MULTIMEDIA STATION 
WITH BUILT-IN NAVIGATION/ 
SMART ACCESS

NX604

Power Output:  
    18W × 4 RMS (4Ω@14.4V≤1% THD+N)
Signal to Noise Ratio:
    76dB (Ref; 1W into 4Ω)

The Easy Way To Enjoy Applications
That Integrate With a Smartphone

Smart Access allows you to easily enjoy the apps you like on your 
NX604, through Smartphone integration. Link your car with your life for 
navigation, weather, news, internet radio, and SNS (Social Networking 
Service).

The Latest Cloud-Based Information  
at Your Disposal 

All you need to do is speak whatever comes to mind. Clarion 
Intelligent VOICETM will automatically sift through the enormous pool 
of information based on the phrase you’ve just spoken. Searching for 
potential locations and facilities, as well as displaying business hours, 
reviews, and other details.

Clarion  
Smart Access

Usable apps appear smartphone, 
as well as other recommended 
apps and updates.

Application 
Download

Popular Lobster
      Restaurant

Popular Lobster 
Restaurant

Simple, Flexible & Powerful

The Smart Access cloud platform developed by Clarion allows 
smartphones to connect to a wealth of information through various 
contents and applications, by way of cloud service platform. Powerful 
capabilities are made simple because they’re accessed through 
apps on your smartphone, connected to a Smart Access compatible 
unit. Just say the word, and Clarion Intelligent VOICETM powered by 
Google™ finds the POI destination you’re looking for. Drive at the 
forefront of what’s happening, with Clarion.

Skyscraper in  
New York City

Tourist 
Attractions   

in Los Angeles
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* Please see our website for details of compatible smartphones and apps. 
http://www.clarion.com/us/en/support/index.html

** For video playback, an optional cable is required.

Optimum reproduction 
volume is automatically 
adjusted and kept.

Sudden change in 
reproduction volumes 
when switching 
sources.

AM/FM, SiriusXM®, 
CD……

DVD Video Volume 
Smoother OFF

DVD Video Volume 
Smoother ON

Navigation

Smart, Advanced Functionality with  
Full Cloud Connectivity 

Superior GPS Car Navigation
Keeps You On Track Every Time

HD RadioTM for Digital Quality Sound 
and Rich Information

The onboard car navigation system features iGO primo® with map 
coverage of all 50 states plus Puerto Rico and Canada. It includes more 
than 11 million of Points Of Interest, and supports English, French, and 
Spanish. 

The built-in HD Radio tuner receives digital radio signals with high 
quality. 

Bluetooth® for Hands-Free 
Communication and Stereo Audio 
Streaming 

Enjoy Interactive Pandora® internet radio 
Anytime on The Road

Intelligent Tune: Clarion’s Exclusive  
Sound Technology

Intelligent Tune was developed to turn the car interior into a perfect 
listening environment. It features Vocal Image Control to move the 
vocal to a specific seat in the car, Sound Restorer for full quality sound 
reproduction of compressed audio data, Virtual Bass for powerful bass 
without subwoofer, and other exciting sound technologies.

You can connect your smartphone to the NX604 and access the content 
that is stored on it.** Your device can be operated from the NX604’s 
control panel with sound coming through the car’s speaker system.

Provides instant road condition updates 
from local traffic control centers via RDS-
TMC (Traffic Message Channel). Addi-
tionally, the re-route feature lets you avoid 
traffic jams by choosing other roads.

Clarion’s Vocal Image Control allows you to precisely position the vocalist in the music 
for a powerful vocal and stage “like” performance for all the occupants in the car to 
enjoy.

Restores compressed audio media such 
as MP3 or WMA enabling a more enriched 
reproduction sound quality.

Automatically adjusts the 
sound volume relieving the 
listener from complicated 
volume adjustments.

RDS-TMC Information

Vocal Image Control

Sound Restorer

Volume Smoother

No Buttons To Push!  Just Talk to  
the System in a Natural, Conversational Way 

1. Japanese Restaurants

2. Burger Restaurants

3. Sushi bar

4. Lobster Restaurant

5. Burgers

1. Home

2. Vicinity Search

3. Phone Number Search

4. Address Search

5. other

1. Gas station

2. Convenience store

3. Restaurant

4. Parking

5. Fast food

If you wish to eat at a location near your 
destination…

Direct search with voice input of
“Popular  Lobster Restaurant”

Immediate and direct search

Guidance To The Destination

Top Screen of Search

Typical Manual Input Search

Look for restaurant near the destination.

Select the category you  
wish to search. In this case, Restaurants.

As you type, the system displays possible 
matches, so you can find a location by  
inputting just a few characters.

In addition to the address, it will display  
the telephone number and other related
information.

“Please enter 
command”

“Please  
enter the next 
command”

“Please  
enter the next 
command”

Unlike a typical search based on a limited set of 
predetermined command-driven words, this system 
enables searching by saying any words that come to 
mind, so even long phrases are possible. This relieves 
you from the tedium and stress of searching by 
conventional means.

Even If You Mess Up a Word Here or There, 
Intelligent VOICETM Still Understands You

You can search for anything that comes to mind, just like you do on 
your PC or smartphone. Even if you only partially remember something 
or mispronounce it, Intelligent VOICETM searches through a wealth of 

up-to-date Google local search information and presents to you the 
candidates that are the closest phrases. Unlike past systems that 
required precise wording, this new technology allows more casual 
interaction to find your destination.

Popular Lobster Restaurant

Skyscraper in New York City

Cloud-based Voice Recognition/Search System

Bluetooth

Smartphone

Microphone

Example of  
a command: 
“Vicinity Search”

Example of  
a command:  
“Restaurant”

Example of  
a command:  

“Lobster Restaurant”

Popular Lobster 
Restaurant

Vocal Image

Smartphone Connectivity* for Seamless 
Enjoyment of Your Favorite Music 

Typical Voice Search
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GPS Navigation with Rich Graphics 
& Superior Functionality 

The onboard navigation system features  map coverage of all 50 
states plus Puerto Rico and Canada. It includes 8GB of map stor-
age, 11 million Points of Interest, and supports English, Spanish and 
French. 3D mapping includes elevation, 3D buildings and landmarks 
for select cities.

Enjoy Interactive Pandora® internet radio
Anytime on the Road (NX404, VX404)

Pandora internet radio learns what you like and don't like!  Give songs 
a “thumbs up” or “thumbs down” and see the system do the perfect 
selection for you in the future. Album artwork and Song information, 
as well as the ability to bookmark Artists/
Tracks and create your own station, 
are supported by the Pandora app 
on your Android Phone and 
iPhone**.

microSD Card Slot for Navigation
Navigation map updates can be imported into 
the system through the microSD card.
Just access the Clarion portal site using your 
PC, save data to a microSD card and insert
it into the card slot on the front of the NX404. 
You’re done in no time!

• Built-in Bluetooth for Hands-free Calling & Stereo Audio Streaming
• 2-Zone Entertainment

Navigation

A Growing Array  
of Car-Optimized Apps*

Count on a growing variety of Smart Access compatible apps from third 
party content providers, as well as Clarion’s original apps, to make your 
next drive more convenient, informative and entertaining. Apps are 
optimized for the in-car environment to maximize usability and keep you 
focused on driving. And since more apps are always on their way, you 
can continue to customize and upgrade your driving experience long 
after your purchase.

Smartphone Connectivity*  for Seamless 
Enjoyment of Your Favorite Content  

You can connect your smartphone to the unit and access the content in 
it. Your device can be operated from the unit’s control panel with sound 
heard through the car’s speaker system.

Navigation Apps*

Keep on track using one of your 
favorite Smartphone navigation apps.

Designed to Put Everything within Finger’s Reach.
Large icon graphics put a myriad of features at the tip of your finger, and blue-
illuminated buttons are designed to be integrated with the frame.
The flat face panel and cool black trimming give this 2-DIN unit undeniable presence. 

SiriusXM® Satellite Radio with  
Optional SiriusXM Vehicle Tuner

Enjoy Interactive Pandora® internet radio 
Anytime on the Road

(Optional RCB198)

New New

** The source unit plays iPhone or Android via 
    Bluetooth. The source unit also plays iPhone via USB.

2-DIN MULTIMEDIA STATION WITH 
6.2-INCH TOUCH PANEL CONTROL

FX503

Power Output:  
    18W × 4 RMS (4Ω@14.4V≤1% THD+N)
Signal to Noise Ratio:
    78dB (Ref; 1W into 4Ω)

Full Featured Value-Driven Navigation & Multimedia System Digital Media Receiver With Full Cloud Connectivity

Digital Media Receiver

2-DIN DVD MULTIMEDIA STATION WITH 
BUILT-IN NAVIGATION WITH 6.2-INCH  
TOUCH PANEL CONTROL

NX404

Power Output:  
    18W × 4 RMS (4Ω@14.4V≤1% THD+N)
Signal to Noise Ratio:
    82dB (Ref; 1W into 4Ω)

Enjoy music, videos 
and apps from your 
Smartphone through 
the FX504 large touch 
screen.

Smartphone Connectivity*  For 
Seamless Enjoyment of Your 
Favorite Music and Videos
(NX404, VX404)

You can connect your iPhone® or AndroidTM smartphone to the NX404 or 
VX404 via HDMITM and play the music and videos that are stored on it. 

* Please see our website for details of compatible smartphone models and apps at 
http://www.clarion.com/us/en/support/index.html

Smartphone Connectivity for Smartphone

Clarion  
Smart Access

Application 
Download

Connect to FX503 for full Smart Access enjoyment. Requires optional accessories.

* For video playback, an optional cable is required.
* Please see our website for details of compatible Smartphone models and apps.
   http://www.clarion.com/us/en/support/index.html




